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Establi.sbing reliable estimates of long-tera performa~ of a waste repository 
requires emphasis upon valid theorles m predict. performance. Predicting 
rates that radionuclides are released from waste packages caDDOt rest upon 
empirlcal extrapolatioliS of laboratory leach data. Reliable pTedi.ctions can 
be based on s:lmple bounding theoretical Jmdel.s._ such as solub:Ui.ty-~imited 
bulk-flow. i.f the assuwecl parameters ar~ reliably knowR or defensibly 
conservative. Wherev~ possible. performance analysis sJxmld proceed beyond 
simple bounding calculations to obtain J~Bre rea.listic aDd nsuaUy .,re 
flnOrable-est:imates of esped:.ed performance. Desi.re for greater rea1ism must 
be balanced agai.Dst: iDcreasfng ~ in predic:t::ioa and loss of 
reliability. Theoretical predictions o£ release rate ha.sed oa aa.sa-t.ransfer 
analysis axe bounding and the theory can be verlfi.ed.. Postulat-ed reposi tary 
aualogues to si-.ulat:e laboratory leach experiments :hd:xocluce: arbi..trary and 
fietltious repository paraaerera. and are shown ~ to agree wiJ:h 'Well
establ.isbed theoey. 

I- Dti1iiJiJiJL11D 
The Performance AsaesameDL National Review Gr.oupl rem-ended that t..be 

u. S. geologic repository projects give greater emphasis ~ realistic and 
rel i able ~ed.i.ct.ions of .l.ong-t.era perforaanc:e of reposiarrtes. Predicd:ve 
re.l:iabil..ity. die •sS!JT:aace- tha£. the actual perfoJ'IMDCe 1iilfll be as good or 
~t:~ t.han that stated by the pex:fo-r•aaoce predi.c:1::toD. :f:s. essent'fal fur any 
engineering project: and particularly for a g~logi.c repository. becanse real
tilDe t:.eatlDg to confi.rm the repos.imry design aDi tD c:xmfi-nr the predict:iou& 
of long-term performance is impossible. In any system design the use of well 
es~ablisbed and easily veri.fied. calculational techniques tD es.tahUsh t:be 
bounding values of predicted performance mus~ be ba1aneed with the desire to 
refine the performance prediction for greater realism. To predict what 
happens in tens of thousands of years in a repository we must emphasize sound 
theories of prediction, more so than in conventional engineering design 
wherein performance can be predicted, validated, and remedied by real-time 
testing. Here we review the state of technology for predicting the long-term 
rate of dissolution of radionuclides from waste packages in a repository. 



II. MECHANISTIC ANALYSIS OF RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE RATES 

A. Release Estimates For Saturated Bulk Flow 
Bounding analyses can be used to establish 

to estimate limiting features of system behavior. 
physically unrealistic assumptions or input values 
conservative "bounding result". 

predictive reliabiity and 
In some instances, 
are used to obtain a 

1. Boanclfng eatJ.mates wbeD a1.l gmancl water is assumed saturated. 
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To calculate radionuclide release rates from emplaced waste packages some 
repository projects have assumed unrealistically that all ground water flowing 
through the repository becomes saturated by the radioelements in the waste or 
by the waste matrix. If the values chosen for the saturation concentrations 
and water flow rates are defensible~ then the calculated releases are 
defensible as a conservative upper bound and are expected to be reliable. If 
the predicted releases are suitably below the limits established for 
acceptable performance. then the bounding calculation may be sufficient to 
demonstrate thai: the waste packages and repository will meet the regulatory 
criteria. 

Wherever possible, performance analysis should Jm)Ceed beyond simple 
bound.ing calculad.ons to obtain mre realistic--aDd usuall.y uore favorable-
estimates of expected per£ormance1• For example, because the emplaced liaSt:e 
packages are c:liscrel:e and separated from each other, it is impossible for all 
water pot:ent:ial1y flowi.Dg tbmugh a repository 1:0 become satura:J:ed witt any 
waste constituent. assuming that it is not already saturated with that 
constituent before encountering the waste and assuming m large changes in 
saturation covcent=ration in tbe repository emdronlaent:. The only place that: 
concentratioos near saturation are expected is in the liquid iJIIQediately 
adjacent to tbe waste surfa.c.e. All other water wfil be below the saturation 
concentra..tlon, aod the average concentration in grou.nd water leaving the 
reposi~ry w:i.ll be below saturation. Thus, a ~~&re realistic ca1~ if 
suitably reliable, is likely to be preferable t:o t:he ex r re•e crrosemt:i.sm o-f 
saturated ballt flew. 

2. Nnho...Ung estfwates for part.1a1 balk flow. The tuff project2 

estimates waste-package release rate by multiplying the saturation 
concentra-t.:fon of the waste matrix by the vol.uDe. flow rab! of gm:u:ad water that 
is calculated to £1011 through roclc. equal in cross sectiOP to till! cross 
sectional area of the wast:e can.iat:er. Ra.dionuclides in the wa.st:e matrix ar-e 
asemmecl to dissolve congruently with the matrix. The result is not 
necessarily bounding or canservative, fOr it predicts zero release at zero 
flow, ~ it will be shown later (Equation (2)) that if there are direct 
pathways for molecular diffusion of dissolved species from the waste surface 
into surrounding stagnant groundwater a finite and continuing release of 
dissolved species will occur. The ground water infiltration velocities 
predicted for tuff are so low, about 0.003 to 1 mm/year, that diffusional 
release will be more important than convective transport if the waste solid is 
conservatively assumed to be surrounded by groundwater and moist tuff. Also, 
assuming that radionuclides are released congruently with matrix dissolution 
is not conservative for borosilicate glass waste1 •4• To develop a- more 

. . 



reliable prediction that can be defended as conservative and bounding, a more 
mechanistic analysis of mass transfer of radionuclides to ground water could 
be adopted. 

B. Mass-Transfer ADal.ya:l.s of Release Rate 
Mass-transfer analysls is a general approach, highly refined in the 

field of chemical engineering , to predict rates of transport of species 
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·~ within a phase and between phases, as affected by diffusion, convection, 
chemical reaction, adsorption, etc. It quantifies the actual mechanisms 
affecting the transport rate. An application by Chambre' et al.4-9 to a waste 
package surrounded by wet porous rock conservatively assumes that all the 
waste solid is suddenly exposed to ground water when the corrosion-resistant 
barrier fails, and it conservatively assumes saturation concentration of 
dissolved radioelement& in the l:lquid at the waste surface. Exact theoretical 
analysis of the d:l.ffusive-convective transport of the d:lssolved species ~ 
the waste surface into the surround:l.ng porous rock results in an upper limit 
to the time-depeDdent d:l.ssolw:ion rate that can occu-r. 

Though 1110re realistic than saturation bulk flow, Cbambre"s mass-transfer 
ana1ysi.s for a bare waste solid :ls still conservKively unreal:l.stlc in 
neglec.t.i.Dg t.he fi.nite resis.~:anee to mass transfer presented by tbe partly 
failed waste c:ani.ster and fuel cladd:l.ng. It is further conservative in 
application by assu-1ng ~ion conceuttat::fons at tbe waste surface. More 
de.tai.led aec::hani.stic aualysi.s sho-ws that saturation co.n.centratioa is a close 
apprmd-atioa to real:it:y for boxos1Hcate g.1.a.ss and for the spent-fuel matrix 
for al.l but: the W!r'I early time of exposure in a repository. The theory 
cont=ains no arbitrary adjust:able pcaametera. For steady-state release rat:e it 
require& experi.ental data on sat:1rrad.ou cuuceutrations, diffusion 
coeffident:s, poro~, gJ:Ou:Dd li1at:er approach velocity, as well as 
specifications of ..aste size and geoaaetry. For transient. releases, data on 
sorption rebardal:ioll coeffici euts aJ:e also required. Because of the 
sa:blrado1l boundary c:DIIditioa, infoi:'IDad.on on degree of waste crackfng and 
sol.i.d-li.qa:f.d tea r lou ~ does ~ euter t.he p1'ecl:l.ction.. Even if solid
liqui.d. reaction rate :ls fnclndecf as .a boundary amd:itf.ou, :tm:reased reaction 
surface fto• ~does not appreciably affect the- di.ssolation rate 
after the first few days. of exposure to groundwater. 

The :fmportaur: feat:m:e of th:ls .ass-transfer analysis :1s DOt that i.t 
precHcts fa-eorahly low disaol~iou rates for a)St racUonucli.de&. but that it 
:!a a .echani.ati.c theory baaed on well-understood governing equa.tions aad 

• a:mservatl:vely bDuDd:f.ag bc)amdary condHfona. The theery itself can be 
exami.ned 1D de1:ail.. It can be subjected to verification in experimental real 
t:iJIIe ~. as bas been done at the Pac:l.fic Northwest Laboratoey.Ll. Such 
theories are 1:he only reliable means of extrapolating into the future. 

A similar theoretical mass-transfer analysis of time-dependent 
radionuclide release from a suddenly expos~ waste form surrounded by backfill 
and rock is now used by the basalt project • Although the salt project has 
based its waste-package release rates on a simple bounding calculation of the 
rate of brine inflow to an emplacement cavity, multiplied by the individual 
radioelement solubility, this approach is unrealistic and unnecessarily 
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conservative because the salt will soon be consolidated against the waste 
package. More realistically, and now more reliably, one can calculate 
radionuclide release by calculating the diffusive transport from a brine layer 
at tyi waste surface into brine-filled grain boundaries in the surrounding 
salt • The convective-diffusive mass transfer from the waste surface into 
interbed flows that may intersect the waste package can also be calculated, 
similar to the mass-transfer calculations used by Neretnieks13 to predict 
container corrosion and waste-package release rates for the KBS project. 

c. So.e Results of Masa-fiaasfer Pred:l.cdoas of Release Rates 
The profiles of ground water flow and concentration of a dissolved 

species for a simple waste solid surrounded by porous rock are shown in Figure 
1. The di.ffusion-and-flow calculation by Chambre'4-9 uses the known 
distribution of ground water veloci.ties around an infinite cylinder through 
pores in the surrounding rock. A general solution to the time-dependent * 
dissolution rate of a rad.ioelemettt with a constant boundary con.centration N. 
at the inner surface· of the borehole bas been given by Chambre' 1 • 1 

1. Stead,.....a:,ge 41.f'&s:l:we coawed:he dfanlat:fcm rates 
The fractional rate of dissolution fi of !:he elemental species i 

and its isotopes from a long was~ cylinder of radius R is calculated at . 
steady state to be: 

s N~ (oo)\: 
f l. UR > I. (1) . = 3/. • '+ 

1 (TFR) 2n. D 
1 

where D is the specie di.ffusi.on coefficient in pore liquids U is the pore 
velocity of ground ~ befm:e tt CDllleS near t:he waste, E is the porosi.t:y o£ 
the su.rroundi ng rock. and ~ is the bu.l.k density (g/ em.!) of the element:al. 
species i in the waste.. For a boUDd:±ug c:alodarton, }!1. is clnsen as the 
satura:d.on concentratio-n. For a wast-e cylinder of f:irdfe leagth L end effects 
are aemant:ed for by multiplying the rlgbt:-haDd side of Equation (1) by a 
correction factor (1 + R/L). 

Table I gives estimated values4 •14 of the so.1ubilit:y of silica and t:he 
solubilities in water of radioelements in boro~ilicate glass waste. Also 
listed are the bulk densities and the c:alculat:ed fractional release rates for 
a typical glass ~e esposed to gmuadwater at: aa approach velDcit:y of l ra/yr 
in TO~ o! l percent: equ:tval..e!rt pl)ros:it:y. '!he assu.....f di..ffusicn coefficient: 
of 10- em /s is typical for an electrolyte ±n water. It conservatively 
neglects the effect of t:ortuosit:yl~, whf.clt :tn gr:aaite. can result in 1mre than 
a 100- to 100Q-fold16-l8 reduction in D and more than a lQ-fold to 3~fold 
redu.c.t.ion in est~ed di..ssol.u.t..iGu ~es. Because. !:be fractional ctlssolut:ion 
rates of the low-solubility elements are lower than t:bose of the silica 
matrix, these elements do not dissolve congruently with the matrix, forming 
precipitates as the matrix dissolves. 

Table I gives values of
1
gractional dissolution rates for silica and for 

various radioactive elements in borosilicate glass, calculated from 
experimental data reported from IAEA-type laboratory experiments in which 
leachant is periodically replaced. For substances of limited solubility, the 
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TABLE I 
Calculated Fractional Dissolution Rates for Commercial Borosilicate Glass Waste 

8o1UbU~ty,b 
alo!3 

, Conat~tyent 

Si02 
5 x lO .. J 

u 1 X 10 .. g 

Np 1 X 10•9 

Pu 1 • 10 .. 9 

Am 1 X 10""10 

Se 1 X 10 .. 9 

Sn 1 X l() .. g 

Tc 1 X 10'""9 

Waste cylinder radiuaa --o.lS m 
lengthl 

Amount of uranium& 

Concentration 
in 81•••• 

r./ jllll 3 

1.6 

1.2 X 10•2 

1.9 X 10 -3 . 
1.1 X 10-4 

3,6 X 10-4 

1.4 X 10-4 

9.4 X 10•! 

1.9 X 10 -3 

2.46 m 
460 kg 

Calculated 
fractional 
dhao1ution 

rate c 

-1 
It 

1 X 10-6 

4 X 10-9 

2 X 10-8 

4 X 10-7 

1 X 10-8 

3 X 10 .. 7 

5 X 10-7 

2 X 10-8 

~I Amount of uranium initially in presaurized water-reactor fuel 
radionuclidea contained in the waate. 

14 4 
~I For amorphus Si02 • Other aolubilitiea are from Krauskopf , 

reduaih8 oortditiona. 

Observed 
fractional 
disso1ut ion 

rate 4 

-1 
It 

2 x.10 -3 

2 X 10-6 

7 X 10-4 

3 X 10""5 

3 x 10-s 

to produce the 

0 at 20 C, moderately 

cl Steady-state dissolution rates calculated from Equation (1) for diffusive-convective 
- maaa transfer. Oround ~ater pore velocity • 1 mlyr. D • 3.2 x lo-2 m2/yr. 

~I Date of McVay et a1. 19 for lA!A-type leach teata 1 with periodic replacement of leachant. 

l' 

' 

~ 
0" 
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TABLE II 

Calculated Fractional Dissolution Rates for Commercial Spent Fuel 

Waste cylinder radius = 0.43 m 

. length .. 2.46 m 

Amount of initial urani\DD • 2 770 kg 

Concentration Fractional 
in spent fuel, dissolution rate, a 

Constituent g_/cm 
3 -1 

I! 

u 

Rp 

Pu 

Se 

Tc 

1.2 2 X 10-!2 

-4 
6.2 X 10 3 X 10-9 

-2 1.2 X 10 2 X 10-lO 

-4 1.1 X 10 2 X 10-9 

-5 6.4 X 10 3 X 10-8 

-4 
1.5 X 10 1 X 10-S 

9.5 X 10 -3 2 ][ 10-lO 

Steady-state dissolution rates ca1culated -from 
Equation (1) for di.ffusive-convective mass transfer. 
Ground water pore ve1oc..it.y • 1 m/yr. D • 3~2xlo-2 m2/yr. 
Solmilities fna TAM-E I... 

4c 
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values of f computed from Equation (1) are smaller than those derived from 
laboratory feach tests, as is expected. For slightly soluble species in waste 
that has been embedded in a repository rock, the slow diffusion and slow 
movement of the liquid around the waste containers may be more significant in 
controlling the net rate· of dissolution than the rate at which substances in 
the waste solid react with the surface liquid. If the solubility is very 
small, the rate of escape into groundwater will be determined primarily by the 
solubility, the properties of the porous rock, and the ground water velocity; 
if the solubility is sufficiently large, the kinetics of the interaction 
between the solid waste constituents and water may dominate. 

In Table II are calculated fractional dissolution rates at steady state 
for a waste package of commercial spent fuel. Because of the large inventory 
of uranium, its fractional dissolution rate is much lower than for 
borosilicate glass and is lower than that calculated for low-solubility 
fission products and other actinides. Therefore, unless there is a mechanism 
for waste constitu~s to be preferentially released from ·the uaz matrix more 
rapidly than tbe matrix dissolves, all of the listed species sloiild dissolve 
congruently at the fraaional dissolution. rate of uranium. 

2. S£.ead~ ~.lied .tf-swa.Judoa rtttes. In 110st of 
the repository designs the ground water velocity is so low that: the convective 
component of the release from the 1iaSte foDI is negli&ible, Equation ( 1) is 
DOt applicable, and an alternate form develo.ped by Chambre~ for a prolate 
spheroidal waste solid IIIDSt be used: 

a~ 
f. 

:1. n. 
:1. 

u~o (2) 

where a is a geomet:rlcal parameter that can be calculated from the waste-form 
d:imensions: 

For a sphere of radius 1l 

a=~ 
For a prolate spbero.id waste of 

3e a= , 
b~corll fJ 

(3) 

semiminor axis b and eccentricity e 

Cls = cosh-1 ( ! ) (4) 

Us.ing the properties listed in Tab.l.e I... the llmiti.ng low-velocity fractio.nal 
release rates are calculated to be about a fourth of tlose calculated for a 
pore velocity of 1 m/yr, which illustrates the nonconservat:ism (see II A.2) in 
neglecti.ng diffusional transport at pore velocities of the order of a few 
millimeters per year. 

The time to reach steady state increases from the few years for a pore 
velocity of 1 m/yr to tens of thousands of years for near-zero velocities8• 
Sorption parameters do not enter these equations for steady-state release of 
long-lived radionuclides, but sorption increases the transient dissolution 
rate and the time to reach steady state8,Y. 
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· 3. ~easiona of the .ass-transfer analysis. In subsequent studies 
Chambre' has extended the mass-transfer analyses to consider the effect of a 
backfill layer between the waste package and rock20, the increased dissolution 
rates that can result when the ~ncentration profile is steepened by 
radioactive decay and sorptzyn , the effect of nonlinear sorption 
characteristics of backfill , the effect of repository heating on mass 
transfer and release rate22, and the rate of release of species that have 
already diffused from the uo2 matrix in spent fuel and are readily accessible 
as soluble constituents in tne fuel voids and fuel-cladding gap. 

4. Use o£ laboratory leacb-rate data. If one wishes to include the 
solid-liquid reaction rate as part of a more comprehensive model of waste
package performance in a repository. a concentration-dependent reaction rate 
should be used as a boundary condition at the waste-form surface, with the 
concent:ration in the surface liquid determined by the calculated time
depend~ rab! of mass transfer into the exterior porous or fractured rock. 
Zavoshy & al.. 10 show dlat: wben the boundary condition of amstant surface 
concentratl.on is replaced by an experimental.l.y measured concentration
dependent soli.d-llqui.d reaction rate. obtained fro1a laboratory leach data, the 
calculated dissolution rate approaches t:bat from tbe simple model of 
saturation in surface llqui.d within a few years after emplacement • and the 
surface concent::rad.oa at: steady stat:e c:lev1.ates in ODly a minor way from 
saturaJ:ion for t:be lo~ soluh:Uity comp&nents. Therefor~ t:he a>m.plicat:ion of 
a react:ion-rat:e boundary condition i.s DDt uecessary when the low-solubility 
elements appmacll sabl:a.ti.on in surface liquid at: t.ime.s that are short 
compared to the times of ~erest: in repository performance analysis, and the 
reliability of long-tera predict:icm does DDt suffer from the uncertain 
extrapolation of laboratory le:ach--r~ data. 

5.. Ef'f"e« M MK-1-Je tiildel:. Are~ III&SS ttaD&fer aDalysis by 
Cbambre'23 sho.ws that the .ulUII!Ie of grou1ICI water trapped wi.t:hin the bo-rehole 
and &BSt:e [W:kage im=roc:tu:ces only a sbo.tt time delay in the rlse in 
concentration of dissolved speci.es at the waste surface. Within t:he lang 
t:imes important in repository peTformance analyrls, and for dJe law-solubility 
waste constituents, the concentration within the borehole liquid approaches 
saturation aDd the. d:f ssol ud.on ra.t.e ia CDll.trolled by the. rue of mass transfer 
into the baclt.f:Ul. or' rock. Tbaa._ assumiog3o-33 that borei:Dle water represents 
an equivalent w-lu.e of crmfi.ned leac:haut to use in applyblg a laborat<>ry 
1each correlat=:fon (c£. III B-1.2) ignores the important long-~ release 
.echani.slls in a repository • and 1.t does not produce a c:oaservative or bounding 
estimate of release rate. Because of the empirical extrapolation of real-time 
labora.t:ury data. it catmc)t be a reliable technique to predict long-term 
releases. 

6. Reliab~ty and validation. Although these mass-transfer theories 
unrealistically assume that all waste solids are suddenly and completely 
exposed to groundwater, these theories predict compliance with the numerical 
performance criteria for most of the radioelements in glass and spent fuel. 
Because the mass-transfer theories are mechanistic, mathematically formulated, 
exact, and require only a few directly measurable parameters, they are readily 
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adapted to testing for validity and can be expected to result in reliable 
predictions of long-term performance, although still conservative and not 
realistic in all detail that might be desired. As the complexity increases, 
more phenomena, assumptions, and input data must be validated, and predictive 
reliability becomes more difficult, as illustrated below. 

D. Effect of Part:ly Failed Protec:d.ve Waste Colll:aiDers 
Further realism is usually expected to result in lower predicted 

releases from the waste package. For example, not all of the protective 
container is expected to fail at once, and releases from the waste solid will 
likely be reduced by the tortuous pathways through the partly failed outer 
layers and corrosion products. The multicomponent corrosion products can 
result in solid phases with low saturation concentration of contained 
radioelement&. The protective features of these more realistic phenomena 
should be taken into account, where possible. However, in any predictive 
effort there is a compromise between the increased detail for realism as 
contrasted with the loss of predictive reliability, when the greater·detail 
invokes additional physical parameters and requires .ore data and validation 
than may be posrlble within available resources and time. 
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The WAPPA cod~4, listed by all of the repository projects as one of 
their system codes for predicting waste-package performance, predicts release 
rates by finite-difference calculations of molecular diffusion through 
backfill. One of the several unjusti.fi.ed. approximat:ionsl made in the WAP.PA 
release-rate calculation is to assume that diffusional tTansport through holes 
of known area in the container is given by the diffusio·nal transport from a 
bare waste solid 11altiplied by the rat:fo of hole area to total area. In 
attempting to be mre real.i.stlc: by t:aldug in~ account part.i.al container 
failure, predictive reliability suffers in two ways: (1) data are required on 
the time-dependent ex~ of container fai.1ure, ~lnding the aumber, size., 
and spacing of penetrations, aDd (2) the~ of release rate 
proportional to hole area is incorrect wbeu die 1Dles are small. 

Chambre"s analytical solud.on23 for cfi.f.fusion through well-separated 
loles shows that for suaall toles the area proportionality assumed by WAPPA is 
not obeyed. As shown in Figure 2, 1f t.he equi.val~ hole radius is 1 mm and 
if the total bole area ia about 0.05 percem: of the container area, the rate 
of diffusive traosport through tbe holes 1s the same as if m container 
material were present25. This is a consequence of the large concentration 
gradienu and large diffusive fluxes near tbe hole edges, and it ma.y explain 
observations by Johnson et a1.26 of large releases of cesium through small 
apertures in Zircaloy cladding. Of course. the boles could become plugged 
with corrosion products, or the failure phenomena may be such that containers 
are penetrated by only a few openings, so that the net release rate could be 
appreciably lower than that of a bare waste solid. However, even if there are 
enough container holes for remove the container as an important barrier, the 
mass-transfer rates will remain low because of the slow diffusive-convective 
transport through surrounding backfill and rock. 

Obtaining sufficient data to reliably predict the effect of partial 
failure of waste containers on release rate is a challenge to experiment and 
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theory. 

E. Effec~ of S~a~is~ically Dis~ribu~ed Con~ainer Failures 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires27 that the yearly release 

r.ate of a radionuclide from engineered barriers in a geologic repository be ff 
greater than 10-5 times the 1,00Q-year inventory of that radionuclide or 10-
times the total curie inventory of all radionuclides at 1,000 years. For the 
simple analogue of a bare waste solid surrounded by rock, the release rate 
would equal the dissolution rate estimated by Equations (1) and (2) for steady 
state or by the analytical solutions for the transient dissolution7 •8 ' 10• If 
a backfill is present, the release rate would be the mass-transfer rate 
calculated at the backfill-rock interface8,9,20. 

If the NRC release-rate criterion is to be applied to the entire ensemble 
of waste packages in a repository1, the statistical distribution of waste
package container failures can affect the average release rates fOr the 
repository. 

At a given time t the average fractional release rate f(t) of the 
repository inventory of a radionuclide, based on the radionuclide inventory 
at 1,000 years, is a s~tistically weighted average of the fractional release 
rates from the waste packages failed up to time t. At. time t the fractional 
release ra~e from a package whose container fails ~ time t' after emplacement 
if f~(t,t."), and the failure probability per unit time at time t' is p(t'). 
The rractl.on of containers failing in the time span between t' and e + dt' is 
p( t' )dt', so the repository-average fractional release otte of the 
r.adionuclide is given by! 

t 
f(t) = j( f (t~t~)p(t~)dt~ (5) 

0 p 

The repository averaged fractiDnal. release rate will aot di.£fer much from the 
single-package fractional reJease rate for low-soltrbility long-lived species 
if waste dissolution cout:inues after all cont:a:iners h:ne fail-ed. It wi.ll be 
lower than the single-package release ra.t.e for so1u.bl.e long-lived species that 
are available for rapid dissolution once the waste container fails., such as 
cesium-135 and iodine-129 in the gap activity in spent fuel. 

1. UJ-.trat-foa !Be ~1. Statistical.ly distributed container 
failures do not: necessarily result in repository-average release rates lower 
than those for indi.vidual waste packages. To i.ll..u&t.r.at:.e, we consider the 
release of cesi.Imr-137 froa glas& waste28• We assume that the cesium dis.sol.ves 
congruently with silica and apply Chambre''s23 analytical solution for the 
time-dependent fra.c:t.ional dissolution rate from a spherical waste surrounded 

'<" by porous rock, for a silica solubility of 200 g/m3 , and for a waste package 
containing initially 270 kg of silica and 0.45 kg of cesium-137. The single
package fractional dissolution rate of cesium-137, for a container that fails 
at the time of emplacement, is shown in Figure 3. Because of the low 1,00Q
year inventory of 30-year cesium-137, the fractional dissolution rate is very 
large at early times before cesium-137 has decayed. However, if the container 
does not fail for 300 years, most of the cesium-137 will have decayed and the 
single-package fractional dissolution rate will be much smaller than the 
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calculated equivalent fractional release limit .of 0.02/year. 

Assuming that the container failure rate is gpverned by a log-normal 
distribution with mean time to failure of 300 years and a deviation of 300 
years, we obtain the repository-average fractional dissolution rate of cesium-
137 shown in Figure 3. The consequence of a statistical distribution of 
container failures is to allow earlier container failures and to increase the 
average normalized dissolution release rate of cesium-137. The calculated 
release rate of cesium-137 into rock will be much smaller i~ a ~rbing 
backfill is present or if the low effective solubility (10- g/m ) recently 
measured for cesium in defense glass29 is considered. 

2. Data needed for reliable pred:f.c:t::l.on. Data on the probability 
distribution of container failures are necessary for reliable prediction of 
repository-average release rate, placing additional demands on the experiments 
and performance.assessment to establish container failure modes. 

A. Use of Laboratory Leacll Dat:a to ~ ~ Release Rates 
Beginning over twenty years ago laboratory leactrlog experlmept:s have 

been performed on borosilicate glass and <Kber cand:idate waste forms. 
Typically, a small. sample of a waste-form aat.erlal is exposed to a leachant 
liquid in a vial kept at coG&tant temperature. The leachant is periodically 
analyzed for the co~enrratioa of dissolved constituents.. Most data are 
reported for leach times of about one uou.t.h, ~ some l.eaA::h times of a few 
years have also been reported. Many publicatioos propose correlations o£ the 
rate of dissolw:ion of silica from borosilicate glass, and a few extend the 
correlations to radioelements oontained in glass waste. Some of the 
correlations are structured in a way to suggest possib1e mechanisms that 
control dissolution rate, such as surface £U.S.. mrpt:ion., etc., but all of 
the correlations are empirical and include several arbitrary and adjustable 
paramet.ers that are detenrined by curve fitt:±Dg to laboTatory data. 

In 1980 the Waste Isolation System Pane14 (WISP) of the National Research 
Council began a three-year study that included an evaluation of the 
applicability of these laborato-ry leach dat:a to predict release rates from 
waste solids in a geologic repository. In 1981 the panel conclud-ed · t~ (l) 
there is no reliable basis for ~ the empirical correlations of 
laboratory leach ~ to predict release rates at exposure times thousands of 
times longer than encountered in die ~s., and (2) the repository 
analogue proposed as a means of using the laboratory leach data is a 
nonmechanistic postulat.e and is mt val fd. '1lJe analogue problems are 
discussed in the WISP report and are summarized below. 

B. Postulated llepository Analogues for Pred:lcting Releases 
The laboratory leach experiments measure the net rate of reaction 

between the leachant and the solid surface. In the liquid-continuum leachant 
no appreciable concentration gradients are expected, so the exterior-field 
diffusive-convective transport processes that control the dissolution rate in 
a repository environment are not present in the laboratory experiments. The 
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buildup of corrosion products within the leachant ean affect the rate of 
dissolution of the waste samples, so the ratio S/V of sample surface S to 
leachant volume V is used as a correlating parameter; a larger S/V results in 
more rapid increase in concentration of dissolution products in the liquid, 
more rapid approach to saturation, and a more rapid reduction in leach rate. 

1. Repository S/V based on borehole water. Various proposals have 
been made3Q-3J to extrapolate the laboratory leach-rate data to repository 
conditions by adopting the laboratory data taken at the same S/V ratio that is 
presumed to exist for the waste package in a repository. Although, it has 
been pointed out that there is no meaning to an equivalent volume of ground 
water in contact with the surface area of each waste package4, it is still 
assumed by some31,32 that there is a repository analogue of the laboratory 
leach experiment. The assumption31-33 that the equivalenl: repository water 
volume associated with a waste package is the volume of water in waste-package 
voids and in the bore-bole annulus leads to a prediction of zero steady-state 
release, because the concentration in this assu.med confined liquid volume wil1 
reach saturation. 

However, because the borehole liquid is, in fact 10 not confined, dissolved 
species will transport into surrounding porous medilllll by diffusion and 
convection in pore water, the mechanisms considered in the mass-transfer 
analyses by Cbambre' et al. aDd others. 'Release wi1l continue at a finite 
rate, the solut:e concentration in the bore-hole liquid will fall slightly 
below saturation, aDd solid-liquid reaction at the waste surface will proceed 
at a steady-state rate equal .. for long-lived species. to the rate of 
diffusive-convective transport iDt:o the exterior pores. 

2. Postulates o£ grouDd wat:s: resf.t.eace t1lle aDd ~. Macedo et: 
al. 3Q-32 have obtained laboratory leach data for glass waste powder with 
perioctlc partial replacement of leactumt=, simulating a small and continuous 
leachant flow through a leach-t~ vial with well-mixed solid and liquid. 
At early times the c:l::lssolutl.on rates are amtro.l.l..ed by the solid-liquid 
reaction rate, which decreases with :inel:easing concentration of solute. At 
later times the dissolut:ion rate is found to be proportional to the volumet:rl..c 
rate of replacement of leachant, suggesting that an equivalent saturation 
coocentration bas been reached and that the release rate is given by the 
simple bulk-flow saturatlou-l.iaited calcu.lation cfisarssed in n A above. The 
diffusive-convec:t"ive transport mechanisms that com:-rol the net release in a 
repository envirorwut are not p~ in these ~s. Macedo et: al. 
empirically corre.late their leach dat.a with the ratio S/V of powder surface to 
leacbant volume and the average residence time Tr of leachant, the latter 
determined by dividing the leach.altt volume by the volumetric replacement rate 
of leachant. 

To apply their empirical correlation of laboratory leach data to 
predicting waste performance in a repository, Macedo et a1. 31 •32 propose a 
repository analogue that has waste fragments well stirred with a specified 
volume of ground water associated with each waste package, with a specified 
volumetric flow of ground water through the well-stirred volume. For a waste 
solid surrounded by a large volume of wet rock, they propose that the leachant 

.. 
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volume be identified as the volume of voids initially inside the waste 
container, which will become filled with water when the waste container fails. 
Here they do not include water that may be in the gap between the waste 
package and rock. They propose that the volumetric flow through this well
mixed container of waste fragments and void water be identified as the 
upstream Darcy velocity of ground water multiplied by the projected cross
sectional area of the solid waste. They do not consider the effect of any 
backfill between the waste package and rock, and they equate NRC's fractional 
release rate with the fractional dissolution rate. The expected fractional 
dissolution rate when liquid in contact with the waste is at concentration Ni 
is then estimated by Macedo et al. to be: 

f = Ni V (6) 
i m.T S 

~ r 

where ~ is the mass of species i in the &a&te solid per unit surface area of 
solid. It is clear t~ this analogue distorts the physical situation in the 
repository. Contrary to the assumptions of MacedO et: al. • fragmented waste is 
not well stirred with void water and with any ,water that may flow through the 
waste. If the waste solid has finite flow permeability. the actual rate of 
flow through the waste will depeod on the ratio of waste solid permeability to 
the permeability of surrounding backfill and rock. and it can depart·· 
considerably. and either d:ire.ction. tro. that estimated by Macedo et al. 

!'bre importantly • dissolved species cau and will diffuse into 
surrom:,.ung backfill aod rock. and will be transported by diffusion and 
convection into a lltlch larger YOlume of flowing water than estimated from the 
Macedo analogue. If the aualogue 1o1ere correct • Equation ( 6) would become 
identical with the diffusiwe convective Equation (1) as the waste permeability 
beC011les very small, resulting in DD wlumetric replacement: of void water and 
an infinite 'VOid-water residence time. lbwever • Equation {6) would 
incorrectly predict zem disso~utlon. whereas 1:he ctissoTaticm rat:e from 
Equat:iDn (1) :f.s fi.Dite. As auother test, as the wlume of wid water goes to 
zero Macedo's Equation (6) predict:s zero dissolution rate. In cont:Tast, 
Equation (1) vas derived for a waste soU.d in contact with wet rock and it 
correctly predicts finite dissolution rate whether or not void water is 
present. Because Equation (1) is for steady-state dissolution rate, it 
applies also to a waste package with fiuite 110id water, provided t:bal: the 
radius R is taken as the radius of the bore tole. Also, applying Macedo's 
Equation {6) to a ri!pG&itory a>uld overlook the effect of rock porosity, an 
important parameter that: affects the waste di.ssolution rate.. as sinwn in 
Equation (1). The repository analogue proposed by Macedo et al. for finite 
co~ve flow is unrealistic and results in nonconservative predictions. 

Recognizing that exterior-field diffusion can affect the dissolution rate 
in a repository, Macedo et al.31,32 propose that at low ground water flow 
rates the equivalent. contact time of ground water to be used in Equation (6) 
be calculated by: 

T r = 
d2 
KD 

(7) 
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where d is the waste diameter, K is the retardation coefficient, and D is the 
coefficient for molecular diffusion in ground water in the rock pores. If 
Equation (7) were corrected by moving the retardation coefficient to the 
numerator, Tr would be the the time for a diffusion front to travel a distance 
d in a sorbing medium. However, it has not been explained why this transient 
diffusion time should have any connection with the mean residence time for 
steady-state dissolution, and why it should be related to the mean residence 
time for Macedo's laboratory experiments, for which Equation (6) was derived. 
It is aot valid to adopt estimates of Tr based on exterior-field diffusion 
mechanisms to use in adapting correlations of laboratory data which represent 
dissolution mechanisms not affected by exterior-field diffusion. Different 
phenomena are involved, and the repository analogue is postulated without 
demonstrating its causal connection to the laboratory experiments. 

The fallacy of· the postulated analogue can also be demonstrated by 
comparing the results predicted by the technique of Macedo et: al... with results 
predicted by Chambre""s Equation (2), which is exact for steady-state 
dissolution at no flow and without decay. Macedo et al. state t~, by using 
the diffusion estimate for Tr, Equation (6) w11.l predict dissolution rates in 
a repository when convective effects on dissolution are negligible. In the 
absence of convection, there can be no finite flow through a fractured waste 
solid, so Macedo's Equations (6) aacl (7), deri~ for steady state 
dissolution, should agree with the esaet steady-state solution in Equation 
(2). However, Macedo"s incorrect repository aualogue and his unjustified 
assumption of a diffusion-limited equivalent' resideace time introduce the 
sorption retardation coefficient K., even though sorption cannot a£fect: steady
state dissol~ioa of loug-llved sped.es. Be fails t:o predict a functional 
dependence on rock porosity. which is shown in Equation (2) to be an important 
parameter in affecting di.ssol.utlon ~e.. He incorreet:ly predicts zero 
dissolution rate when there is m void water in t:he waste package, althmgh as 
explai.ned above (ll C..S) 8at.er in waste package 1IOi.ds and in the borehole 
annulus has no affe~ on tbe st:eady-st:ate disso1atfcm rate. Macedo" s 
equations fall to predict: the much great.er transiea!: dissol.uti.on rates that 
are shown by Chamhre's exact solutio-liS to occur over hundreds and t.housands of 
years in a low-flow repository. Neglecting rock porosity and transient 
diffusion-controlled dissolution results in nonconservati"Ve estimates of 
dissolu1:ion rene. 

As concluded by the WISP pane14 • such empirl.cal t:edmiques are useful to 
correlate laboratory leach data. ~ postulat:i:ag equivaleu£ values of S/V, 
volume flow rate per waste package, and ~ in attempting to use these 
correlations to predict: performance ia a ~-nx:k repository is neither valid 
nor necessary. Predictive reliability is lost by such postulates. Proper 
mechanistic theories of repository performance exist, and these theories 
specify the kind of laboratory data, such as saturation concentrations, that 
are needed for valid and reliable predictions of waste dissolution rates. 

3. Data oa natura1 aoa1ogues. Macedo et a1.3 1 base their conclusion that 
solid-liquid reaction rates contS~l dissolution in a repository on a limited 
number of observations by Berner , who studied the dissolution rates of 
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isolated grains of low-solubility minerals surrounded by a wet porous solid. 
By observing the temperature dependence of the dissolution rate, Berner 
concluded that dissolution was controlled by exterior-field diffusion for some 
mineral grains and by solid-liquid reaction rate for others. Ranking the few 
samples according to their solubility, he found that the dissolution of most 
of the low solubility grains was controlled by solid-liquid reaction rate. 
The observation was empirical and was limited to a small number of mineral 

•J samples. It does not justify the unqualified conclusion by Macedo et a1.31 
that different materials, e.g., borosilicate glass, and enormously larger 
solid forms will follow the ranking observed by Berner. 

Better insight into the fallacy of generalizing and extrapolating from 
Berner's data is provided by the analytical solution of Zavoshy et a1.10 for 
dissolution from a solid sphere of radius R surrounded by a saturated sorbing 
porous medium. The solid-liquid reaction rate is expressed by a simple first
order reaction, dependent on the concentration of solute in the liquid at the 
solid surface, is used as a dissolution-flux boundary condition to connect 
with the mathematical analysis of exterior-field diffusion in the absence of 
convection. The analytical solution for the time-dependent dissolution rate 
contains a term 1jl , the magnitude of which determines which phenomenon 
controls dissolut:ion rat.e at steady state, where: 

$ = .::.f.::.o.::.rwar..:..:..::-=d......;;..re.::.a.::.c.::.t.::.~;:--on~-=-r;;;..a.::.t7-e::......p._e;;;..r;:.....•~m;;;;:i:;;..;t;:.....a~ro...:e:-;a~a~t:.....;:R"'----- = _kR_ 
steady-state diffusive mass transfer rate at r ED 

0 

(8) 

where k is the forward reaction raJ:.e constant. When 1~ is much larger than 
unity, steady-state dissolut~ is controlled by exterior-field diffusion; 
when $is much less than unity, solid-liquid reaction rate controls. Inferring 
k from early-time leach data for si.lica from borosilicate glass~ assuming a 
waste sphere 0.44 m in radius. and with D = 7. 7 x 10-2 m2 /yr for silicic acid 
at: 900c and E. ... 0.01, te ca1c:ul.ate ( SiO.,) = 1240. For this large glass 
sphere, silica dis-solution is clearly controlled by exterior-field diffusio.n. 

If we make tbe sphere radius small enough, Equation (8) will predict a 
small $ aod solid-liquid reaction rate will conttol. This is what one would 
expect: from the physics of the problem. We know of no causal effect: of 
cu.rvat:ure on dJe solid-liquid reaction rate, but the high curvature of a 
small-radius spbere promotes UDre rapid ext:erl.or-field diffusion and can 
eliminate it: as a controlling phenomenon. 

•· Equation (7) de.mnst:rat:.es that it is not valid to apply Berner's 
conclusions on small mineral grains to large waste solids. 

~· The only physico-chemical property of the solid contained in Equation (7) 
is the forward reaction rate constant k. The theory shows that the 
dissolution rate of Berner's small mineral grains should have been ranked 
according to k, if it were known, instead of solubility. The ranking 
according to solubility does not demonstrate a causal effect of solubility on 
first-order dissolution and should not be generalized. Berner observes that 
the solid-liquid reaction is usually complex, and a higher-order reaction 
could result in·· the observed ranking. 
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There is no valid basis for the conclusion by Macedo et al. ·that the 
dissolution rate of nuclear waste in a repository would be expected to be 
controlled by surface reaction mechanisms. Based on the foregoing analysis, . 
and as demonstrated in Table I, we conclude that for borosilicate glass the 
dissolution rate of silica and other low-solubility species in borosilicate 
glass waste will be controlled by exterior-field mass transfer and that solid
liquid reaction rate will not influence the dissolution rate except during the 
very early time of exposure to groundwater. This early time is no mre than a 
few days if the solid-liquid reaction rate is given by the parameters adopted 
by Zavoshy et a1.10. 

4. Flow of gzOWMI water throagla fra~ed waste. In explaining his 
proposed model for predicting waste dissolution rate in a repository, 
Macedo31,32 states that his model considers ground water flowing through a 
fractured waste solid, whereas the mass-transfer analytical solutions 
presented by Chambre' aasume an impermeable waste solid. Glass waste will be 
internally fractured froa tbenaal stress. Water is likely to penetrate into 
fractured glass, bu.t. :f.t will m~ alter the results of Chambre' s mass transfer 
a.Dal.ys:f.s if tbere is DD net through flow of liquid through tbe waste. Solid
liquid reactious ou iDternal surfaces will only increase the net solid-liquid 
reactiou rate, which 1s already sufficie~y rapid to maintain near-saturation 
conceutt'at:ioas o£ t:he low-solubility coast:ituencs in surface liquid in a 
-repository euvi.ronwenr. 

~ tbroagh flow of g:rocmd ~er through the fractured waste is DOt 
iucluded in the preseu£ IU.Ss-t:rausfer analyses by Chambre', buc it can be 
added. Because only a portion of tl2e ground water flow can permeate the 
fractured waste, parameters appead.Dg iA tbe resulting mass transfer analysis 
IIIUSt include the hydrodynamic perweabilities and porosities of the waste 
solid., bacltfil.l, aDd roc:k. Mass tntnsfer from was1:e particles t:o through
flowing liquid a:U.l iDt:roduc.e dimensions of waste fragmenrs aud flow 
inLerstices, ill add1r101l to tbe other paramet:ers already appearing in t:he 
'MS 11 r rans.fe.r aualyai.s.. NoDe of these additional par~ers appear in 
Macedo's pm posed IM!!!t hod of predic:d.ug waste ciisaol atiou rate in a r-epo si tory 
because Macedo ass-!ffles t:ba~ all ground ~er flowing through -cock of cross
se~:!onal. area equal to that of the waste solid will flow through the 
fractured waste, and he assumes that this permeating ground water is well 
sd.r-red with powdered ~e. as in his laboracory experimencs. Therefore, the 
effect of ~ fi.ni.te flow of grouad water th-rough fractured waste lllUSt: rest on 
a IIIDre reali.s~ic aDd mechanistic analysis and cannot be predicted by the 
~ulat:es of Macedo ~ al. The fact that Macedo~s experlment:s include well
lrlxed flow through powder samples does not necessarily mean that the same flow 
aDd dis.solu.tioa process will occur ill repcaitory waste. 

Theoretical studies of the hydrodynamics and mass transfer in two-region 
porous media are underway by Chambre', and extension to include the effects of 
flow through fractured waste can be considered. 

·.~ 

·~ 
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IV. SUMMAllY AND CORCLUSIONS 

Predicting rates that radionuclides are released from waste packages 
cannot rest upon empirical long-term extrapolations of laboratory leach data. 
Reliable predictions can be based upon simplified assumptions, such as 
solubility-limited bulk-flow, if the assumed parameters are reliably known or 
defensibly conservative, but assuming volumetric flow rates through a waste
package cross section is arbitrary and can be nonconservative. 

Wherever possible, performance analysis should proceed beyond simple 
bounding calculations to obtain more realistic--and usually more favorable-
estimates of expected performance. Desire for greater realism must be 
balanced against increasing uncertainties in prediction and loss of 
reliability. Theoretical predictions of release rate based on mass-transfer 
analysis are bounding, and the well-establ.ished tileory is well adapted to 
verification. The resul.ts froa the exact analytical solutions can be used to 
test predictions from numerical techniques aDd from less mechanistic 
analogues. 

Lower release rates are expected if less tban mmplete failure of waste 
containers is considered, buJ: ciaU for reliable quant:itative predictions are 
not yet available and will be diff1c:ul.t: t:D obtain. Di.ffaaive transport: 
through saal.l boles aai c:raclr:s caa be much great.er than incorrec:t:ly predi.ceed 
on the basis of area proport:ioaalUy. · 

R.epo&J.U)ry-average release raa:es, taking int.o ac:couD£ sta.t..i.st:ical 
distribution of cont.ai.ner fa.:Uu:res, can be lower thaD ind.i.v:Ldual-package 
release races for some racl:f.omz.c:lides and great:er for otbers, depending upon 
mean-time to fai.lure aDd the probabUfey dist~ion of failures. Dat.a are 
not yet: suffid~ for reliabl.e predi.ct:iOII and nil be difficult: to ohtain. 

Several efforts to pred.ict --see-package release rat..es in a repository, 
util i z1 ng ~:irj_ca! correl atioos of ~raco.ry leadl-raa:.e d.aLa, have invoked 
postulates of repository cmal.ogaes t:D ch•d.ate the labor.rtory leach 
experiments. The post:ul ared a:ualogu.es are a:a:re•11sr:ie, they introduce 
fictitious repository parameters, sach as ~lume and volumetric flow rate of 
ground water associated with each waste package and ground water residence 
time, which are assigned arbit:xaa:y values for 111ek1Dg predictions. ntey invoke 
functional dependence oa paraaet.ers inc:oasi~~ vith well-established. mass
transfer theory, and tbey iucarx~ly assume that: che dissolution mechanisms 

"" t:hcrt control release ~es obser.ed in laborat:ory experiments are controlling 
or important in the repository. 

-' The msc useful experimental resul.rs from laboratory leach experiments 
are the saturation concentrations of radioelement& released from the waste. 
Other parameters needed for reliable estimates of release rates in a 
repository can be directly measured, including rock and backfill porosity and 
sorption and ground water pore velocity upstream of the waste. 

Effects on release rate due to colloids, radiolysis, possible flow 
through backfill and fractured waste, and grain-boundary diffusion and 



interbed flows in salt need to be resolved by theory and experiment. 
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